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    Brand
       Typography

THE MOST STYLISH AND MODERN  
RESIDENCES IN THE OLD TOWN

Preserving the historic façades while raising the 
roofline to create space for more exquisite possibilities, 
the Residence offers a completely new approach to old 
town living marked by privacy and exclusive amenities. 
Wrapped around a courtyard featuring a landscaped 
garden where native plants thrive, this development 
creates a lifestyle for its residents that is unparalleled 
in Moscow — and in the world.

         An 
    Expression  
of Elegance

TYPOGRAPHY BRAND SHAPES

BRAND COLOURSMASTER BRAND

LAYOUTS

SUB-BRANDS

IMAGERY

ICONOGRAPHY APPLICATIONS

The Nicole Brand Identity is made  
up of the following graphic elements:
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Our logo embodies the essence of Nicole,  
a sophisticated typeface with an element of  
the unexpected - adjoining lines between  
the ‘c’ and ‘o’ and the eye of the ‘e’

The logo is available in our brand black and  
off-white as well as mono (black & white), in 
the following formats: 

PNG
JPEG
AI
EPS

When applying the logo to collateral, always 
ensure the appropriate clear-space is observed

Common height: 11mm
Minimum height: 5mm

If used with an address and left aligned 
typography  use logo on top left, align text 
with “N” to keep the concept of dynamic 
unexpected text.

If used with centrally-aligned text, alone  
or with an image, the logo should be centered.
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MASTER LOGO

The logo has been crafted to ensure  
it is unique and distinctive. 
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ADDING TEXT TO LOGO

Do not add any text to the logo. No “Celebrating the unexpected” also no “Club”, 
“Residence” or “Collection”

Do not write Nicole used as a logo in Grand Slang font.  
If written in text then it is accepted

Do not use Nicole logo in any other colour than: 
Nicole black, black, Nicole white and white 

Nicole logo on any brand colour or brand shape in Nicole white Nicole logo in Nicole black on 40% brand colour or shape Nicole logo in Nicole white on an image - ensure legibility

When applying the Nicole logo to collateral, 
always ensure one of the provided versions  
of the logo is used. 

The logo can be placed on a plain 
background, on top of one of the brand 
shapes or colours, or directly on imagery. 

Please ensure the logo is only applied  
in this way and observe the logo ‘don’ts’

Nicole master logo to be used in Nicole white 
and Nicole black wherever possible. If the 
print process doesn’t allow this, then use 
black or white. Nicole white on Nicole black Nicole black on Nicole white Black or white when foiled on either background

LOGO USAGE

Nicole

MASTER LOGO 17



Each of our sub-brands (Club, Residence and 
Collection) has its own distinct logotype. 

The Club logo is very distinct and characterful 
with lots of movement within the letter forms. 
It brings to life the bustling and vibrant spirit 
of the new destination.

The Residence logo is calm and clean, representing 
the discretion and privacy that can be expected by 
the residents of this part of the scheme.

The Collection logo is refined and elegant, 
embodying the luxurious classic apartments 
found at this part of the scheme.

OVERVIEW

CLICK HERE FOR CLUB GUIDELINES CLICK HERE FOR RESIDENCE GUIDELINES CLICK HERE FOR COLLECTION GUIDELINES
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For headlines when writing in English and 
highlighted numbers, we use Grand Slang.  
A beautifully crafted and distinctive font.

The font can be purchased here (https://www.
nikolastype.com/typefaces/grand-slang)

n this new age, the concept of luxury combines the tra-
ditions of the past with a boldness of the contemporary. 
It is a celebration of the unexpected that becomes the 
new paradigm and can inspire our future achievements 

TYPOGRAPHY HEADLINE FONT - GRAND SLANG (ENGLISH) 20



The shapes have been developed into 
7 combinations to create interesting 
graphic elements to use on marketing and 
communications materials. The shapes can 
either be used in their pure form (excitement, 
belonging, sensual) or as one of the following 
combinations.

Please only use the pre-defined shapes and 
do not develop any new variants. 

SHAPE COMBINATIONSBRAND SHAPES 36



Image in a shape on a visually matching image Shape used as frame

Do not use multiple shapes in multiple colours on one page

Shape used to create multi-layers over imagery

Do not overlay shapes

Shape in 40% brand colour

Shape as cut out and other creative print elements

Shape standing alone in brand colour 

Shape filled with image on brand colour

         An 
    Expression  
of Elegance

The Nicole shapes can be used in a variety 
of different ways to add intrigue and pace 
to layouts. They can be used as a cut-out 
window, revealing content beneath or as a 
frame for imagery or brand colours. 

Please respect the following do’s and don’ts 
when using the shapes. 

HOW TO USE SHAPES IN LAYOUTSBRAND SHAPES 37



Celebrating
the unexpected

ЗДЕСЬ ЖИЗНЬ 
CТАНОВИТСЯ СОБЫТИЕМ

НИКОЛЬ

Moscow’s 
   most
        desirable
neighbourhood

РАЙОН, КОТОРЫЙ 
БРОСАЕТ ВЫЗОВ ВРЕМЕНИ

Эксклюзивные
бренды
EXCLUSIVE BRANDS

НИКОЛЬ

НИКОЛЬ

Уникальное 
место для 
вдохновения
BEYOND BEING 
A WORKSPACE

Проектная декларация
дом.рф

stroi.mos.ru
mos.ru

Проектная декларация
дом.рф

stroi.mos.ru
mos.ru

Проектная декларация
дом.рф

stroi.mos.ru
mos.ru

Проектная декларация
дом.рф

stroi.mos.ru
mos.ru

stroi.mos.ru
mos.ru

Проектная 
декларация

дом.рф stroi.mos.ru
mos.ru

Проектная 
декларация

дом.рф

stroi.mos.ru
mos.ru

Проектная 
декларация

дом.рф

stroi.mos.ru
mos.ru

ПРОЕКТНАЯ ДЕКЛАРАЦИЯ
дом.рф

A LUXURY REAL ESTATE 
SUBDIVISION OF MR GROUP

МР ПРАЙВАТ
ЭЛИТНАЯ НЕДВИЖИМОСТЬ

ПОДРАЗДЕЛЕНИЕ МР ГРУПП

DEVELOPER

ДЕВЕЛОПЕР ПРОЕКТА

Hoarding Example

Brochure Example

When translating English or Russian the 
main headline is in our Grand Slang /
Roxborough typeface. The secondary 
language is translated and written in our 
subheading style 

(Size: 12pt, Leading: 14.4pt, Tracking: 40)
Directly underneath or on the bottom  
of the page.

TRANSLATIONTYPOGRAPHY 25



TITLE SECTION

Welcoming both the public and residents 
of the property, the Club is a place to live, 
gather, socialize, work, shop, dine, explore and 
celebrate. 

Historic structures and contemporary 
architectural additions combine to turn this 
multi-use development into a cultural hub and 
dynamic destination where 91 apartments, 10 
bi-level apartments and 14 penthouses share 
an address with a co-working space, luxury 
retail, trendy cafés, renowned restaurants and 
a flexible event venue — all in the bustling 
heart of the old city. 

Historic structures and contemporary architectural 
additions combine to turn this multi-use development 
into a cultural hub and dynamic destination 
where 91 apartments, 10 bi-level apartments and 
14 penthouses share an address with a co-working 
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TITLE SECTION

Welcoming both the public and residents 
of the property, the Club is a place to live, 
gather, socialize, work, shop, dine, explore and 
celebrate. 

Historic structures and contemporary 
architectural additions combine to turn this 
multi-use development into a cultural hub and 
dynamic destination where 91 apartments, 10 
bi-level apartments and 14 penthouses share 
an address with a co-working space, luxury 
retail, trendy cafés, renowned restaurants and 
a flexible event venue — all in the bustling 
heart of the old city. 

Historic structures and contemporary architectural 
additions combine to turn this multi-use development 
into a cultural hub and dynamic destination 
where 91 apartments, 10 bi-level apartments and 
14 penthouses share an address with a co-working 
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FLOOR PLANS
OVERVIEW

CELEBRATING THE UNEXPECTED

A new bustling destination  
at the heart of the old city 
European languages are members of the same family. 
Their separate existence is a myth. For science, music, 
sport, etc, Europe uses the same vocabulary. The 
languages only differ in their grammar, 

their pronunciation and their most common words. 
Everyone realizes why a new common language 
would be desirable: one could refuse to pay expen-
sive translators. To achieve this, it would be necessary 
to have uniform grammar, pronunciation and more 
common words. If several languages coalesce, the 
grammar of the resulting language is more simple 
and regular than that of the individual languages. 

MR PRIVATE
07495 799 5577
MOSCOW,  
33 MALAYA NIKITSKAYA STREET

Miss
Madlen Musterman
256 B Romfold Road
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TITLE SECTION

Welcoming both the public and residents 
of the property, the Club is a place to live, 
gather, socialize, work, shop, dine, explore and 
celebrate. 

Historic structures and contemporary 
architectural additions combine to turn this 
multi-use development into a cultural hub and 
dynamic destination where 91 apartments, 10 
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where 91 apartments, 10 bi-level apartments and 
14 penthouses share an address with a co-working 
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